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Librelink App and Scanning 

1. Download “Librelink” from Apple or Android app stores. 

2. Owner needs a Libreview account; they will create one using their 

email address and create a password. They can use this profile for 

future libres. 

3. Once logged in, “Scan new sensor” will appear. 

 
4. Select “Scan new sensor” and then hold phone over the libre. Once 

connected, the sensor will activate within 60 minutes. 

5. To scan after warm-up, click sensor button at top 

 
6. Reading will appear. 

7. Youtube video discussing Android BUT process is same for iPhone: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NJMqqO2uz0 
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Libre – Connecting App to Practice 

1. From the main menu, click the 3 lines at the top left corner 

 
 

2. Click “Connected Apps” 

 
 

3. Press “Connect” next to Libreview 
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4. Press “Connect to practice” 

 
 

5. Enter practice ID, our clinic ID is “brightoneggert” 

 
 

6. Confirm practice – info should match our clinic. Click connect. 
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Libre Information 

 Libre is a continuous glucose monitor which aids in the regulation of 

diabetes.  

 

 LIBRE is only approved for human use and is OFF LABEL in animals; 

therefore do not be shocked if it only lasts days instead of the marketed 2 

weeks. Average reading time is 7 days. If patient is rolling around on or 

scratching at/biting site or if placed in high movement area, sensor can 

move around SQ and no longer be functioning despite still appearing 

adhered to patient. Animals also have fur regrowth, which can affect the 

sensors ability to stick to the patient after a few days. Skin glue, covers, 

and other measures are taken to assist in prolonging the adhesion but 

there is only so much we can aid. 

 

 Even though off label in animals, if the reader gives a specific error code, 

owners can call freestyle support to find out meaning of error code by 

reading it to them. Freestyle Support: 1-855-632-8658 

 

 Sensor needs to be scanned MINIMALLY once every 8 hours to maintain 

functionality. 

 

 Libre needs to be linked to the practice in order for the doctors to be able 

to view info. 

 

 No needle remains in patient after application. The needle is inserted to 

place the sensor but then retracts, no needle remains in the patient. 

 

 Reference ranges: 

HI means >500 

LO means <40 

 


